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Bifurcation analysis of double-diffusive convection with opposing
horizontal thermal and solutal gradients

Shihe Xin,a) Patrick Le Quéré,b) and Laurette S. Tuckerman
LIMSI-CNRS, BP 133, 91403 Orsay Cedex, France

~Received 1 July 1997; accepted 29 December 1997!

The onset of convection in double diffusion with equal and opposite thermal and solutal buoyancy
forces is studied. Numerical linear stability analyses and integration of the full Boussinesq equations
are performed in an infinite vertical fluid layer and in closed rectangular cavities bounded by rigid
walls. Detailed study of the subsequent nonlinear evolution is carried out forLe51.2 andPr
51. In the infinite vertical layer, the onset of convection is found to correspond to a subcritical
circle pitchfork bifurcation. The finite-amplitude branch of steady states in turn loses stability to
traveling waves via a supercritical drift pitchfork bifurcation. In a square cavity the bifurcation is
transcritical and the full branch of stable and unstable solutions is constructed. With increasing
cavity aspect-ratio, we observe alternating transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations, depending on the
symmetry of the most unstable eigenvector. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In laboratories and in the natural world, many conve
tive phenomena involve both heat and mass transfer. M
configurations involving both vertical and horizontal tem
perature and concentration gradients have revealed intrig
instability phenomena;1–13 see also Ref. 14 for a review. W
investigate an infinite vertical fluid layer or finite cavity su
jected to horizontal temperature and concentration gradie
these can be considered prototype configurations releva
materials processing. We furthermore restrict our attentio
thermal and solutal buoyancy forces which are of oppo
sign and equal in magnitude. In this case there exists a tr
solution with zero velocity and linear temperature and c
centration profiles, with isotherms and isoconcentration li
parallel to the vertical walls. When the Rayleigh number
increased, the conductive solution loses stability and conv
tion is observed. After the original numerical and experime
tal study by Thorpe, Hutt, and Soulsby,1 this case was stud
ied numerically by Krishnan,2 by Gobin and Bennacer,3,4 and
by Ghorayeb and Mojtabi.5,6

Thorpeet al.1 and Gobin and Bennacer3,4 calculated the
linear stability of a vertically infinite fluid layer betwee
free-slip sidewalls. They assumed that the eigenvalue
real and that the eigenmode consisted of inclined cells wh
angle of inclination and wavelength was chosen to minim
the critical Rayleigh number. These assumptions were ju
fied a posteriori by subsequent more general analyses5–7

which calculated a slightly higher threshold for rigid sid
walls. However, the nonlinear behavior after the onset
convection has until now remained unexplored. We ha
conducted numerical integration of the full Boussinesq eq
tions in a vertical slot and discovered unexpected new
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havior, in particular, finite-amplitude traveling waves. W
have undertaken the present study to elucidate the natu
the corresponding bifurcations.

Gobin and Bennacer also carried out numerical simu
tions in a square cavity with rigid walls. They found th
convection appeared at Rayleigh numbers close to those
culated for the infinite fluid layer. The agreement betwe
critical Rayleigh numbers for the square cavity and the in
nite fluid layer might at first appear to mutually validate bo
results. However, the rigid walls of the square cav
strongly confine the flow, and one would generally exp
the threshold in the square cavity to be much higher than
in the infinite layer. This stabilizing effect should be esp
cially marked, given that the eigenmode in the infinite lay
is strongly inclined and thus not well accommodated in
square cavity. Indeed, this suspicion was borne out by
discovery5–7 that the bifurcation to convection in a squa
cavity was transcritical: What had been observed in Refs
and 4 was not the linear threshold but the saddle-node b
cation terminating a finite-amplitude branch. Here we ha
used new numerical techniques to construct the full solut
branch of stable and unstable steady states by adapti
time-dependent code to carry out Newton’s method a
continuation. We have also calculated the thresholds
transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations for aspect ratios up
A54.

In Sec. II, we present the governing equations in the t
geometries investigated, along with their symmetries, and
numerical methods used. Numerical results are discusse
Sec. III and concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM AND METHODS

A. Governing equations

Consider a binary fluid confined between two vertic
rigid walls separated by a distanceL, each of which is main-
tained at a fixed temperature and concentration. We cons

,
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both an infinite vertical slot and a rectangular cavity w
rigid adiabatic horizontal walls, as depicted in Fig. 1. T
temperature and concentration differences imposed betw
the vertical walls areDT5T02T1 and DC5C02C1 . The
binary fluid’s properties are given by its kinematic viscos
n, its thermal and solutal diffusivitiesk andD, and its ther-
mal and solutal expansion coefficientsbT and bC . We as-
sume that the Dufour and Soret effects can be neglected
that the Boussinesq approximation holds: In the buoya
term, the fluid density is thus expanded asr(T,C)
5r0(Tr ,Cr)@12bT(T2Tr)2bC(C2Cr)# where Tr5(T0

1T1)/2 andCr5(C01C1)/2.
The equations are nondimensionalized by defining

reduced temperatureQ[(T2Tr)/(T02T1) and the reduced
concentrationC [(C2Cr)/(C02C1) and by scaling length
by the distanceL between the vertical walls and time b
L2/(kARa), whereRa is the thermal Rayleigh numberRa
5( gbTDTL3)/(nk). The dimensionless Boussinesq equ
tions then read
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¹2C , ~1e!

where U,W are dimensionless velocity components,RaC

[( gbCDCL3)/(nD) is the solutal Rayleigh number,Pr is
the Prandtl numbern/k andLe is the Lewis numberk/D.

The flow domain is (x,z)P@0,1#3@0, A# for the finite
cavity whereA5H/L is the cavity aspect ratio. The vert
cally infinite fluid layer is assumed periodic, i.e, (x,z)
P@0,1#3@0,l# wherel is the imposed wavelength. The ve

FIG. 1. Cavity configurations.
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tical walls are rigid and conducting, while the horizont
walls of the finite cavity are rigid and adiabatic. The boun
ary conditions are

U5W5Q20.55C 20.550 at x50, ~2a!

U5W5Q10.55C 10.550 at x51, ~2b!

U,W,Q,C l-periodic in z ~ infinite cavity!, ~2c!

U5W5
]Q

]z
5

]C

]z
50

at z50, A ~rectangular cavity!. ~2d!

We will consider only the case in which the buoyan
forces due to the thermal and solutal gradients are equal
opposite, i.e., we set the buoyancy number to21

N[
RaC

LeRa
5

bTDT

bCDC
521. ~3!

In the remainder of the article, we will thus fixRaC5
2LeRaand dispense with the parameterRaC . In this case,
Eqs.~1! with boundary conditions~2! possess the trivial con
ductive solutionŪ5W̄50 andQ̄(x,z)5C̄ (x,z)50.52x. In
order to study the stability of the conductive solution, let
write Eqs. ~1! in perturbation form. Usingu5U2Ū, w
5W2W̄, u5Q2Q̄, andc5C 2C̄ , Eq. ~1! become

]u

]x
1

]w

]z
50, ~4a!
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Pr
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2u1u
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ARa
¹2u, ~4d!

]c

]t
2u1u

]c
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1w

]c

]z
5

1

LeARa
¹2c. ~4e!

The corresponding boundary conditions are homogeneou

u5w5u5c50 at x50,1, ~5a!

u,w,u,c l-periodic in z ~ infinite cavity!, ~5b!

u5w5
]u

]z
5

]c

]z
50 at z50, A ~rectangular cavity!.

~5c!

The linearized evolution equations are obtained by s
ting the nonlinear terms in Eqs.~4! to zero. WhenLe51, the
conductive solution is stable for all Rayleigh numbers,
the following reason: Because the diffusion times ofu andc
are equal, the linearized versions of Eqs.~4d!–~4e! imply
that (u2c) obeys a diffusion equation. With homogeneo
boundary conditions, (u2c) always decays to zero, and s
the buoyancy forcePr(u2c) of Eq. ~4c! cannot be main-
tained. WhenLeÞ1, the diffusion times for temperature an
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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concentration are no longer equal and this argument
longer holds. We denote byRac the critical thermal Rayleigh
number above which the conductive solution is unstable
can easily be shown from Eqs.~4! that, for a steady bifurca
tion, Rac(Le21) is a constant that depends only on t
boundary conditions and is independent of Prandtl num
One consequence is thatRac is infinite for Le51, as argued
above.

B. Numerical methods

Except for the linear stability analysis of the vertical slo
all of our calculations are based on two pseudospectral ti
stepping codes,15 which we have adapted to directly calc
late eigenvectors and bifurcation points. The basis functi
in x are Chebyshev polynomials. Inz, we use Fourier serie
for the vertical slot and Chebyshev polynomials for the re
angular cavity. For the vertical slot, we useNx530 modes in
x, with a single Fourier mode for the linear stability analys
and withNz532 modes for nonlinear calculations. For rec
angular cavities, we useNx540 Chebyshev polynomials o
gridpoints, andNz ranging fromNz540 for the square cavity
A51 to Nz5120 for A54. Our time-stepping scheme
second order and combines numerical differentiation~e.g.,
Ref. 16! for the linear terms with Adams–Bashforth for th
nonlinear terms. Incompressibility is enforced by a dire
Uzawa method.17 More details concerning the method can
found in Ref. 18.

For the linear stability analysis of the vertical slot, th
eigenmodes are of the form (c,u,c)(x,z,t)5(ĉ,û,ĉ)(x)
3exp@iaz1st#, wherec is the streamfunction. The eigen
value problem for (ĉ,û,ĉ)(x) resulting from linearizing Eqs
~4! with boundary conditions~5a! is discretized by Cheby
shev collocation15 and is solved with subroutines from th
NAG software library; see Ref. 19 for more details. For ea
a, the value ofRa at which Re(s)50 is found and the
neutral curve is then constructed.

In a rectangular cavity with rigid walls, the eigenmod
are no longer trigonometric inz, and so their dependence o
z as well as onx must be determined numerically. Our di
crete operators are of size 43Nx3Nz , i.e., between 6400
and 19 200 for our study. We therefore use a version of
iterative power method to find only the eigenvalues of int
est: By integrating the linearized version of Eqs.~4! with
boundary conditions~5a! and~5c! in time, we are effectively
acting repeatedly with the exponential of the Jacob
exp(J), whose dominant eigenvalues~those of largest magni
tude! are the leading eigenvalues~those of largest real part!
of J. In order to find several leading eigenvalues, Arnold
method can be used. The details are described in Refs.
22. In order to calculate unstable solutions, we adapted
time-stepping code to carry out Newton’s method for stea
state solving, as described in Refs. 22–24. Far from turn
points, an initial guess for each solution (u,w,u,c) along the
branch is obtained by quadratic extrapolation inRa. This
fails near a turning point, and one must consider instead
Ra and all but one selected field componentw̃, here typi-
cally w ~x50.75,z50.25!, are quadratic functions ofw̃. We
found that consideringRa as a dependent variable in th
Downloaded 15 Jan 2007 to 193.54.81.233. Redistribution subject to AIP
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predictor phase—i.e., in choosing an initial guess—suffic
to allow us to go around turning points without having
considerRa as a dependent variable in the corrector phas
i.e., in the Newton iteration.

We used Newton’s method to calculate steady bifur
tion points. The linearized version of Eqs.~4! with ]/] t50
and boundary conditions~5a! and ~5b! or ~5a! and ~5c! can
be considered to be a nonlinear set of equations for the c
cal eigenvector and Rayleigh number. The eigenvecto
normalized by fixing one of its components, and the Ra
leigh number becomes one of the unknowns. Newto
method determines directly and precisely the critical R
leigh number and corresponding eigenvector. The algorit
for adapting the time-stepping code to carry out this pro
dure is given in Ref. 24.

C. Symmetries

1. Rectangular cavities: Z 2

In a rectangular cavity, of aspect ratioA, Eqs.~4! with
boundary conditions~5a! and ~5c! are invariant under com
bined reflection byx andz ~or, equivalently, under rotation
by p! and by the inversion of the temperature and conc
tration perturbation fields. Formally this can be described
the action of the operatorS defined by

SH c
u
c
J ~x,z![H c

2u
2c

J ~12x,A2z!, ~6!

where c is the streamfunction. If (c,u,c) is a solution to
Eqs. ~4!, ~5a!, and ~5c!, then so isS(c,u,c), i.e., Eqs.~4!,
~5a!, and~5c! possess centro-symmetry.

For the corresponding linearized problem, eigenmo
will be either centro-symmetric, i.e.,S(c,u,c)5(c,u,c), or
anti-centro-symmetric, i.e.,S(c,u,c)52(c,u,c). Centro-
symmetric eigenmodes contain an odd number of cells w
anti-centro-symmetric eigenmodes contain an even num
of cells. If a critical eigenmode is centro-symmetric, then t
corresponding bifurcation occurring in Eqs.~4!, ~5a!, and
~5c! is transcritical, while if a critical eigenmode is ant
centro-symmetric, then the corresponding bifurcation is
pitchfork. $I ,S% is the groupZ2 , and the facts we have liste
above constitute the theory of bifurcation underZ2 symme-
try. See, e.g., Crawford and Knobloch25 for more details.

2. Vertical layer: O „2…

In a vertically periodic slot with periodl, problem~4!,
~5a!, and~5b! retains centro-symmetry, with the replaceme
of (A2z) in Eq. ~6! by (l2z). The problem also possesse
the additional symmetry ofz-translation by anyẑ, described
by the operator

RẑH c
u
c
J ~x,z![H c

u
c
J ~x,z1 ẑ mod l!. ~7!

Transformations~6! and~7! constitute a representation of th
groupO(2); see, e.g., Ref. 25.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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The eigenmodes which are solutions to the lineariz
problem are expected to break the translational symme
Hence, each eigenmode belongs to a ‘‘circle’’ of eige
modes, related to one another byz-translation and sharing
common eigenvalue. For each eigenmode, there existsz0

about which it is centro-symmetric, i.e.

~c,u,c!~x,z!5~c,2u,2c!~12x,~l2z1z0!mod l!,

whereas it is anti-centro-symmetric about (z01l/4) modl.
The bifurcations of Eqs.~4!, ~5a!, and~5b! from conduction
to convection lead to circles of equivalent steady states
lated to each other byz-translation, and are called circl
pitchforks. These nonlinear steady states are, like the ei
modes, centro-symmetric about somez0 , but they are not
anti-centro-symmetric about (z01l/4) modl.

The steady states are susceptible to a further bifurcat
called a drift pitchfork,26–30 which breaks the centro
symmetry and leads to traveling waves whose wavespee
onset vanishes. The eigenvalue associated with a drift pi
fork is zero at the bifurcation. This should be compared w
a Hopf bifurcation, which is associated with a pair of com
plex conjugate eigenvalues and leads to traveling wa
whose wave speed is finite at onset.

This sequence of bifurcations, or scenario, is often
scribed by the following set of ordinary differential equ
tions, or normal form:

ȧ5~m2a2!a, ~8a!

ż5s, ~8b!

ṡ5~a2212s2!s. ~8c!

The reflection and rotation symmetry operatorsS andRẑ for
the normal form are

S~a,z,s![~a,l2z,2s!, ~9a!

Rẑ~a,z,s![~a,z1 ẑ mod l,s!. ~9b!

Equations~8! haveO(2) symmetry, an essential requireme
for the circle and drift pitchfork scenario, meaning that
(a,z,s) is a solution, then so areS(a,z,s) andRẑ(a,z,s).

In Eqs. ~8!, m is a bifurcation parameter, analogous
Ra2Rac . The variablea represents the amplitude of con
vection. Thel-periodic variablez can be thought of as th
location of some distinguished feature of the flow, e.g.
velocity maximum, vortex center, or stagnation point. T
variable s represents a possible translational velocity. T
conductive state corresponds toa5s50. Equation~8a! un-
dergoes a pitchfork bifurcation atm50, leading to steady
statesa5Am of arbitrary phasez5z0 , and zero velocitys
50. This is a circle pitchfork bifurcation for the system~8!.
Equation ~8c! then undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation atm
51, leading to time-dependent solutionsa5Am with ‘‘drift-
ing’’ phasez5z01st, whose velocitys56Am21 is pro-
portional to the square root of the distance from thresho
Two circles of traveling wave solutions are created: Bo
upwards-moving (s5Am21) and downwards-moving (s5
2Am21) solutions exist and are dynamically equivale
and the solutions are also characterized by their initial ph
z0 . This is a drift pitchfork bifurcation for system~8a!–~8c!.
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One or both of the pitchfork bifurcations may be made su
critical, by changing the sign of thea2 term in Eq.~8a! or of
the s2 term in Eq.~8c! and adding higher order terms.

We will see examples of circle and drift pitchfork bifur
cations in the next section.

III. RESULTS

A. Vertical layer

We have investigated several Prandtl numbers
Lewis numbers. We findRac(Le21)5650962, in agree-
ment with Ghorayeb and Mojtabi.5,6 The lower values 6137
and 6122 reported by Thorpeet al.1 and by Gobin and
Bennacer,3,4 respectively, are easily attributed to the boun
ary conditions: The sidewalls of our configuration are rig
while those in Refs. 1, 3, and 4 are free-slip. ForLe51.2 the
neutral curve is displayed in Fig. 2. The minimum is
Rac532 545, ac52.52, in agreement with Ghorayeb an
Mojtabi’s value of 2.53. The critical wave numberac is
independent of both Prandtl and Lewis numbers. The crit
wavelength islc52p/ac52.50.

The corresponding critical eigenfunction, shown in F
3, consists of inclined cells similar to those depicted ori

FIG. 2. Neutral curve forLe51.2 in a vertical fluid layer.Rac532 545
610 andac52.5260.01.

FIG. 3. Critical eigenvector in a vertical fluid layer atLe51.2, Rac

532 545, andac52.52. Left: Stream function. Middle: Temperature. Righ
Concentration. Solid~dashed! contours denote positive~negative! values or
circulation.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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nally by Thorpeet al.1 We can understand the qualitativ
form of the eigenfunction physically by the following argu
ment. Consider a fluid particle displaced rightwards towa
increasingx, i.e., from a warmer and heavier environment
a cooler and lighter one. Initially, the particle is warmer a
heavier than the fluid surrounding it; the former prope
would cause the particle to rise and the latter to fall. Ho
ever, forLe.1, the particle’s temperature equilibrates mo
rapidly to its environment than does its concentratio
Heavier than the fluid surrounding it, the particle falls. Sim
larly, a fluid particle moved leftwards towards decreasingx
will find itself lighter than its environment and thus will rise
This explains the direction in which the streamfunction co
tours are inclined: Contours are directed downwards and
wards the colder wall ifLe.1 and downwards and toward
the denser wall ifLe,1.

We also carried out numerical integration of Eqs.~4!,
~5a!, and~5b! in a periodic computational domain of leng
0<z,lc . Figure 4 shows the time history of the numeric
integration performed forRa53.43104, Pr51, and Le
51.2. The initial part of the time series shows that the s
tionary conductive solution is unstable. During 8500,t
,10 000, a transition occurs to the finite-amplitude stea
state depicted in Fig. 5. This steady state is also seen t
unstable, and, after another rapid transition during 11
,t,13 000, is succeeded by the stable periodic solution
picted in Fig. 6.

We now discuss these two transitions in more detail. T
eigenmode shown in Fig. 3 has broken the translational s
metry in z, but there exists az0 about which it is centro-
symmetric. As discussed in Sec. II C, the bifurcation th
occurs atRac is a circle pitchfork, leading to a set of dy
namically equivalent steady states parametrized by t
phase inz. In order to determine whether the circle pitchfo
bifurcation is supercritical or subcritical, we examine t
temporal evolution in more detail. The logscale enlargem
for 5000<t<11 000 shown in Fig. 7 shows that the line
amplification phase extends tot'8500 and that, subse
quently, when nonlinear effects come into play, the slo

FIG. 4. Evolution in time of2u(x50.0423,z50.8594) atRa53.43104 in
a vertical fluid layer. The initial conductive state (0,t,8500) is succeeded
by a plateau at an unstable finite amplitude state (9500,t,11500), and
finally by stable oscillations (t.13 000).
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increases. Theu velocity shown in Figs. 4 and 7 can b
thought of as representing the amplitudea of the bifurcating
mode in a normal-form model like Eqs.~8!. The fact that its
slope increases after the linear phase of the evolution sh
that the coefficient of the cubic term in the normal form
positive, thus proving that the pitchfork bifurcation
subcritical.31 We have calculated the steady finite amplitu
branch for decreasing values of Rayleigh number and loca
its turning point~saddle-node! at Ras524 500, considerably
below Rac532 545, the value at which the conductiv
branch loses stability. We have also investigated ot
Prandtl and Lewis numbers, and the pitchfork bifurcation
subcritical in all of the cases we considered.

The finite-amplitude steady state which results from
circle pitchfork bifurcation is shown in Fig. 5. It differs
markedly from the eigenmode shown in Fig. 3. One rea
for this is the inclusion of the conductive solution in th
concentration field shown in Fig. 5. However, the veloc
fields of the eigenmode and of the finite-amplitude stea
state are also quite different. The eigenmode consists o
ternating clockwise and counter-clockwise vortices, se
rated by nearly straight boundaries. In contrast, the circu
tion in the finite-amplitude state is overwhelmingly negativ
the flow consists of clockwise vortices separated by stag
tion points. The critical eigenmode and finite-amplitude st
resulting from a subcritical bifurcation are typically qui
different: The finite-amplitude state is not well approximat
as a superposition of the conductive state and the eigenm
Finally, the finite-amplitude state is, like the eigenmod
centro-symmetric about somez0 , as discussed in Sec. II C
This is most clearly seen by examining streamlines near
stagnation point and vortex center.

Returning to the time series of Fig. 4, we now focus
the transition fort.11 500 which leads to the traveling
wave state depicted in Fig. 6. By integrating Eqs.~4!, ~5a!
and ~5b! for several Rayleigh numbers, we found that t
steady finite-amplitude states, such as that depicted in Fig
are stable only for a very small range of Rayleigh numb

FIG. 5. Unstable finite amplitude solution atRa53.43104 in a vertical
fluid layer. Left: Streamfunction. Right: Concentration.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. Traveling waves atRa53.43104 in a vertical fluid layer. Above: Stream function. Below: Concentration. Unlike the unstable steady stat
instantaneous flows of the traveling wave are not centro-symmetric.
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Above this range, the solution begins to drift slowly up
down, as shown in Fig. 6. This transition is the drift pitc
fork bifurcation discussed in Sec. II C. Examination of t
instantaneous streamlines near the stagnation point and
position of the vortex center shows that the traveling wa
state in Fig. 6 is not centro-symmetric. We have compu
the nonlinear traveling wave states for several Rayle
numbers. Figure 8 shows that the wave speeds is propor-
tional to ARa2Rad, with the critical Rayleigh number fo
the drift bifurcationRad52.93104 determined by extrapo
lation. This relation, discussed in Sec. II C, confirms that
bifurcation is a drift pitchfork, and also establishes that it
supercritical.

FIG. 7. Evolution of log@2u(x50.0423,z50.8594)# at Ra53.43104 in a
vertical fluid layer. Initial phase of exponential growth (0,t,8500) is
followed by amore rapidnonlinear phase (8500,t,9300), indicating a
subcritical bifurcation.
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The transition to convection in this system is highly hy
teretic. We have seen that the transition observed u
slowly increasingRa pastRac53.253104 is from conduc-
tion directly to traveling waves of finite amplitude and spee
as a consequence of the fact that the Rayleigh numbe
which the drift pitchfork occurs is below that of the circ
pitchfork. Upon decreasing the Rayleigh number, the wa
speed decreases, vanishing atRad52.93104 and leading to
a steady convective state. Further decrease ofRa pastRas

52.453104 leads to a transition from finite amplitude con
vection to conduction.

We summarize our results forLe51.2 andPr51 by the
qualitative bifurcation diagram sketched in Fig. 9. We b
lieve that this scenario also holds qualitatively for neighb

FIG. 8. Square of wave speed of traveling waves as a function ofRa in a
vertical fluid layer. Straight line fit indicates a drift pitchfork atRad52.9
3104 determined by extrapolation.
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ing values of Lewis and Prandtl numbers: The conduct
branch becomes unstable via a subcritical circle pitchf
bifurcation and the resulting finite amplitude branch sub
quently undergoes a drift pitchfork bifurcation.

B. Square and rectangular cavities

In a square cavity forLe51.2, Gobin and Bennacer3,4

located the onset of convection forRa between 30 000 and
35 000 by carrying out direct numerical nonlinear simu
tions at these two Rayleigh numbers. However, linear sta
ity analyses by Ghorayeb and Mojtabi5,6 and by us7 have
shown that the conductive state is stable far beyond t
until Rac585 820. This discrepancy is due to thetranscriti-
cality of the bifurcation, combined with the fact that Gob
and Bennacer carried out sudden-start simulations from
uniform temperature rather than from the conductive solut
~see, e.g., Fig. 9 of Ref. 4!. The bifurcation diagram, com
puted via the continuation method described in Sec. II B
displayed in Fig. 10, along with representative stable a
unstable solutions from the upper and lower convect
branches. We can term this bifurcation strongly transcritic
The saddle-node which we have localized atRas529 200 is
far from the transcritical bifurcation atRac585 820, and the
finite-amplitude states consisting of one large clockwise
are very different from the three-roll small-amplitude sta
and eigenvector.

Although the first instability in the square cavity is via
transcritical bifurcation to a centro-symmetric eigenmode
discussed in Sec. II C, we may also compute the thresh
for a pitchfork bifurcation by seeking a critical eigenvect
with anti-centro-symmetry. By imposing this symmetry, w
find that the first pitchfork bifurcation in a square cavi
occurs at Rac5129491 for Le51.2. More generally,
Rac(Le21)525 900 for the first pitchfork bifurcation in a
square cavity.

One can expect that increasing the cavity aspect r
will cause the transcritical and pitchfork bifurcation thres
olds, so widely separated in the square, to approach one
other. We used continuation to follow the same eigenvec
while increasing the cavity aspect ratio from 1 to 4. Critic
Rayleigh numbers for the first transcritical and pitchfo
bifurcations are shown in Fig. 11. Both thresholds d
crease with increasing aspect ratio. The curves cross tw
in this range; for 2.14&A&3.4 the first instability is a pitch-

FIG. 9. Bifurcation diagram forLe51.2 andPr51 in a vertical fluid layer.
Circle pitchfork ~CP! occurs atRac532 545, drift pitchfork~DP! at Rad

529 000, and the saddle node atRas524 500.
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fork bifurcation. This alternation of transcritical and pitch
fork bifurcations with aspect ratio is typical of convectio
problems in finite cavities with rigid walls~e.g., Ref. 24!. We
present numerical values for the thresholds in terms
Rac(Le21) in Table I.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have investigated the onset of double diffusive co
vection in a vertical layer and in a closed cavity subjected
equal and opposite horizontal temperature and concentra
gradients. Our philosophy has been to adapt time-stepp
codes to perform all of the tasks needed for a full bifurcat
analysis, i.e., linear stability analysis and continuation. T
transition from conduction to convection in this system fo
lows a variety of paths, depending on the geometry.

In a vertical slot, the initial instability of the conductiv
state is a subcritical circle pitchfork bifurcation leading
steady centro-symmetric convective states. The steady
is subsequently destabilized by a drift pitchfork bifurcati
leading to traveling waves. The system shows hysteresis

FIG. 10. Center: Bifurcation diagram for square cavity,Le51.2. Transcriti-
cal bifurcation occurs atRac585 820, saddle-node bifurcation atRas

'29 200. Solid and dashed portions of curve represent stable and uns
states, respectively. Above and below: Representative streamfunction
tours along the upper and lower branches at designated values ofRa. Solid
and dashed contours represent positive and negative circulation, re
tively. Three-cell flow with large cell of positive~negative! circulation is
stable~unstable!. Flows on large-amplitude branch consist of one cell w
negative circulation.
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creasing the Rayleigh number past the convective thres
leads directly to traveling waves of finite amplitude a
wave speed, while decreasing the Rayleigh number le
first to steady finite-amplitude convection and subseque
to conduction. The finite-amplitude convective states—b
steady and time-dependent—look quite different from
regular arrays of tilted vortices of the eigenmode.

In rectangular cavities of increasing height, we obse
the classic alternation between critical Rayleigh numbers
transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations corresponding
centro-symmetric and anti-centro-symmetric eigenvect
respectively. The distinction between the two types of eig
vectors disappears for the translationally invariant verti
slot, and the transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations are s
planted by a circle pitchfork.

While understanding the transitions undergone by
system in terms of bifurcations and symmetries is essenti
complementary physical or heuristic understanding wo
also be desirable. Analysis of the bifurcations permitted
required by the symmetries of the system should not ecl
the fact that it is the physics and geometry of the system
dictate its symmetries. Two features of the convective flo
would seem to stand out as amenable to physical expl

FIG. 11. Critical Rayleigh numbers for first transcritical~solid! and pitch-
fork ~dashed! bifurcations forLe51.2 as a function of aspect ratio. Curve
cross atA52.14 and atA53.45.

TABLE I. Critical Rac(Le21) of transcritical~TR! and of pitchfork~PF!
bifurcations in closed cavities.

A
Rac(Le21)

~TR!
Rac(Le21)

~PF! A
Rac(Le21)

~TR!
Rac(Le21)

~PF!

1. 17 163.87 25 898.28 2.15 8524.90 8493.46
1.1 14 411.83 21 501.78 2.3 8367.84 8123.13
1.2 12 624.77 18 296.75 2.5 8157.70 7781.91
1.3 11 421.62 15 899.85 2.65 7991.85 7607.28
1.4 10 588.50 14 073.65 2.8 7823.11 7482.14
1.5 9998.60 12 662.45 3. 7607.92 7369.61
1.6 9573.03 11 519.67 3.15 7463.17 7312.76
1.7 9260.50 10 690.03 3.3 7337.18 7270.40
1.8 9026.31 9999.07 3.5 7199.98 7224.86
1.9 8846.03 9446.75 3.65 7119.04 7191.94
2. 8701.83 9003.13 3.8 7054.85 7155.93

4. 6991.37 7101.05
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tion. First, in the eigenmodes of the vertical layer, clockw
and counter-clockwise vortices are on an equal footing, a
dictated by symmetry~the eigenmodes must be trigonometr
in z!. However, in the finite-amplitude convective flow
both steady and traveling, the counter-clockwise vortic
has been banished to the sidewalls: Almost the entire laye
occupied by clockwise rotating vortices separated by stag
tion points.

Second, in the square cavity, we have computed
branch of unstable steady states consisting of a clockw
rotating central cell bordered by small counter-rotating ce
in opposite corners. This state will either decay to cond
tion or evolve to the finite-amplitude branch. In the latt
case, the small counter-rotating corner cells will be exclud
by the central cell, which will grow to occupy the entir
cavity and will tilt in the opposite direction from the eigen
mode. What physical mechanisms are responsible for
stroying the counter-rotating corner cells and for revers
the tilt of the central cell? Why is the bifurcation so strong
transcritical; i.e., why does convection in the form of th
single clockwise rotating cell of the finite amplitude bran
subsist so far below the threshold for instability of the co
ductive state? Physical explanations undoubtedly exist
these basic phenomena.

We end by noting that the bifurcation diagrams are e
pected to become increasingly complicated as the aspec
tio is increased. Not only do the transcritical and pitchfo
bifurcation thresholds approach one another, but there
also certainly many other bifurcating branches at o
slightly larger Rayleigh numbers. The possible second
and global bifurcations that may stabilize, destabilize,
connect these branches can lead to complicated trans
scenarios that can only be predicted by detailed construc
of the bifurcation diagrams. Ghorayeb and Mojtabi5,6 have
carried out simulations in rectangular cavities for aspect
tios ranging fromA51 to A57, and have found multiple
steady states, as many as four forA57. Complete bifurca-
tion diagrams for increasing values ofA have yet to be con-
structed and analyzed.
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